
HOW FAR DOES LAW PRODUCE VIRTUOUS CHARACTER?  

Weak laws feed weak states. In present times, lawmakers have made excessive use of law. These 
laws aim to transform the character of individuals. A transformation from subjectively distasteful 
dispositions to an assumed excellence of another. In particular, universal individuality and 
obedience to opinion. Law, the rules governing the state, has become the medium for this end. And 
this to align individual virtue to the aim of oligarchy: pursuit of money as an end.  

Let us examine this logic. To use law — a universal instrument — to govern men’s behaviour 
assumes all men are equal. And to assume men are equal is to say all men have an identical 
quantity. What is this quantity? That they are made from God: the unmoved prime mover. This is 
true, for all matter comes from the same efficient cause. What of virtue? Each man’s virtues, by 
nature, lie between two contrary states of vice: excess and deficiency. These many combinations, 
influenced by upbringing, experience, skills and knowledge at least, differentiate brother from 
brother let alone citizen from citizen. So it is clear all men are in fact different, and so unequal. 
They will share similarities, as brother to brother in family and Englishman to Englishman in 
England. And yet these similarities of quality necessitate difference in soul and body. So the use of 
law to universalise one man’s opinion contradicts human nature. Therefore, the use of rule setting to 
determine human virtue is incompatible with happiness. The use of law in this way is ineffective, or 
instrumental to the end of power over individual liberty (as an end per se, or means to a greater 
end). And it is generally agreed loss of liberty proportionally leads to loss of happiness.  

Considering law’s universal nature, it may only command general principles to citizens of a state. 
Its application is applied to each individual case. And its purpose is to enforce obedience to the 
sovereign authority: preventing a return to the state of nature. Character and virtue belong to each 
individual. And whilst men may share experiences of virtue, it is an individual event in that virtues 
exist sensibly only within the individual who experiences the virtue. Courage is forbidden to man’s 
senses whilst a rock is sensible. So education, particularly self tuition, is the greatest means of 
producing virtuous character. For education belongs to the particular, and law to the universal.  

Law, therefore, fails to produce virtuous character. Its produced virtue is obedience; yet without 
choice — even its perception — this obedience is excessive and so a vice. Only the strongest of 
men will restore the natural equilibrium, at the expense of violating the sovereign’s authority. To 
accord to natural law, law is restricted to universal principles applicable to each individual case. 
Teaching laws often supports is aim to keep the peace, and education is best suited for producing 
virtuous characters in men.  

The purpose of law is to keep the peace by commanding rules on justice and injustice in a state. 
Because man is a genus, he is governed by a universal on affairs relating to keeping the peace. It is 
by observing nature that laws of justice and injustice are discoverable. It is by observing lions and 
wolves that the commandment that ‘there will only be one God’ comes about. In temporal terms, 
God is the sovereign lord of each state. To have two sovereigns will be to have two states; yet this is 
impossible in one state. And nature would correct this injustice, as the division in authority would 
entail war; with the strongest man becoming sovereign lord of the state. Law is universal in that its 
principles apply to all men in all circumstances. Men are bound by the laws of nature, and so the 



form of temporal laws truly state how things actually are. In this way, laws are descriptions, rather 
than subjective commandments; the jar of man’s universal causes and effects, rather than the liquid 
that is his particular virtues. To have laws which contradict nature is to assume the world differs to 
how it actually is. This leads to absurdities, such as equality legislation. Conformity to certain ideals 
rather than how laws naturally behaviour. These limitation make the particular the universal and so 
limit the happiness of man. Therefore, to achieve happiness, law continues to be a reflection of 
natural laws.  

With the position of law established, we shall next look at its practical application to men. Man 
knows justice through his experiences in life. These per se, and logic, teach man what is 
proportionate and disproportionate to the ultimate strength of nature he senses or reasons. And yet 
frequently, the law is violated. This is because of lack of time, mental capacity or information to 
experience justice: particularly with the poor who often lack leisure. This is why church services 
developed. Dedicating one day per week to learn and reflect on justice, amongst other virtues, gives 
man the schooling of law needed to understand his limitations in life, and so maximise his 
happiness in the bounds of nature. In this way, the universal law becomes particular, in that man 
applies scripture to his life and so works towards his happiness in knowledge of his limitations. And 
so the growing number of crimes against natural law accompanies decline in public worship. In 
particular, growth in submission and temperance at the expense of individual empowerment and 
actualisation of visions. Continuing weekly attendance is beneficial to man’s happiness, as he learns 
the laws of nature in the quasi state of his church. And so man puts into precise as well as 
experiences the virtue of justice. And for those less motivated by shame and more by fear — mainly 
the poor — the use of divine rewards and punishment facilitate learning of justice fo all citizens, 
and with this the happiness of all citizens. Law alone fails to teach a state’s citizens justice.  

It is clear the aim of law is keeping the peace, and its teaching depends on practical application. The 
production of virtue, however, belongs to education. It is in reading books that man impresses new 
information to his mind. This, and the many other objects sensible to his mind. It is in stories — 
such as The Illid — that he may learn courage. In The Metaphysics, he may learn wisdom. In 
swordsmanship that he may learn patience. Virtues are private activities of the soul experienced 
only be the individual. Virtues may only be gained through sensible or rational experience of nature, 
and its causes and effects. That is why in any period of time, law fails to produce virtuous 
characters. For man is a particular, and fails to belong to one universal. If this were so, all men 
would be one. And as one, would be intelligible to the senses. And so the means of imparting 
knowledge of virtue is thorough education. Laws are descriptions of borders, rather than 
characteristics to acquire. And so, to achieve happiness, man will acquire his virtues from 
experience and reason instead of ordinances.  

Law exists to bind man’s actions in accordance with nature. Education exists to impart virtues on 
men. Law fails to produce virtuous characters because it is the border of man’s abilities, rather than 
the abilities per se. To argue law produces virtuous characters is illogical to producing happiness. 
Law protects the common interest between all individuals in a state. And for the individual flaws of 
man that lead to injustice, the overcoming of these belong to education; as education is how men 
acquire their sensible and rational virtues. By arranging a state in this way, it will ensure law and 
education fulfil these purposes; whilst its continuous amalgamation only serves to limit the 
happiness of the individual. Therefore it is the role of lawmakers to produce and protect laws that 
naturally benefits the common interest, and delegate the work of character building to teachers who 
serve to facilitate knowledge acquisition. With this division, happiness will follow. 


